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Abstract
The economic disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic triggered the deployment of a plethora of conventional 
and unconventional policies. Whilst the policies, in general, are believed to have prevented a more calamatous 
economic decline, it has been difficult to disentangle the effects of policies from the counterfactual path of the 
economy. In this paper we estimate a medium scale DSGE model, with a banking sector, and use observed 
policy responses to extract the underlying shocks characterising the economic effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic in Chile. We find that GDP contracted by 10% less because of the pandemic policies while credit 
policies helped to boost the commercial portfolio by an additional 14% and 12% of accumulated annual 
growth, for big and small banks respectively, with a limited increase in non-performing loans in the first group 
of banks. We argue that this and other findings relative to heterogeneity are useful when designing policies 
transmitted through the banking sector.

Resumen
La disrupci·n de la pandemia del COVID-19 gatill· la implementaci·n de un conjunto de pol²ticas 
convencionales y no-convencionales. Respecto a las pol²ticas, en general, se cree que han prevenido un ca²da 
m§s abrupta de la econom²a. Sin embargo, es dif²cil desenredar el efecto de las pol²ticas desde el camino 
contrafactual de la econom²a. En este documento nosotros estimamos un modelo de equilibrio general de media 
escala, con sector bancario y observamos la respuestas de pol²tica para extraer los shocks subyacentes 
caracterizando los efectos econ·micos de la pandemia del COVID-19 en Chile. Encontramos que el PIB se 
contrajo en 10% menos por las pol²ticas de la pandemia, mientras que  las pol²ticas de cr®dito ayudaron a 
impulsar la cartera comercial en un 14 y 12% de crecimiento anual acumulado para bancos grandes y 
peque¶os, respectivamente. Lo anterior, en conjunto con un limitado incremento de los cr®ditos morosos en el 
primer grupo de bancos. Argumentamos que estos y otros descubrimientos relativos a la heterogeneidad son 
¼tiles para el dise¶o de pol²ticas transmitidas a trav®s del sector bancario.
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1 Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a multi-year simultaneous economic disruption to supply

and demand1. Demand shocks are argued to be important for this pandemic through pessimistic

expectations, or through reinforcement through �nancial constraints or sectoral (or household) het-

erogeneity (see Woodford (2022), Guerrieri et al. (2022), Fornaro and Wolf (2020)). The importance

of supply side shocks for the crisis and disentangling them from demand ones has been emphasised

by, among others, (Baqaee and Farhi (2022), Brinca et al. (2021), Balleer (2020)). In response to

the e�ects of the pandemic, a wide variety of policy measures were implemented to cushion the

impact of the shock on the economy and the �nancial system.2 Whereas demand-side policies stim-

ulate the economy towards its potential demand, supply side policies help insulate the productive

capacity of the economy smooth the severity of the �uctuations, at a cost of future output. Thus,

to evaluate the e�ectiveness of these policies, the underlying shocks which characterized the crisis

needs to be identi�ed.

In this paper we do so by estimating a DSGE model of the Chilean economy before the crisis,

and infer the shocks during the crisis by using macroeconomic data during the crisis and the policy

responses. We distinguish the shocks as those that a�ect aggregate demand, supply, and the foreign

sector. We also disentangle individual and combined contributions of di�erent policies. We �nd that

GDP contracted by 10% less because of these policies while Credit policies grew the commercial

portfolio by an additional 100% and 20% approx. for big and small banks respectively, with a

limited increase in non-performing loans. Our results highlights threats to �nancial stability, such

as public debt sustainability and medium-term economic recovery.

The policy responses in Chile were rapid and large, aiming to protect the economy from further

declines following the political turbulence in 2021. The policies fall into two categories: credit

stimulation and demand stimulation. Credit stimulation policies revolved around a special capi-

talization of the government guarantees program (FOGAPE), for commercial loans that allows to

lend more than 10% of GDP. Another credit stimulation policy measure taken by the Central Bank

of Chile (CBCh) was the facility FCIC that allowed provision of long-term �nancing to commer-

cial banks, conditional on the credit growth, for about 15% of GDP (i.e. USD 36 billions), which

also broadened the set of collaterals allowed, including corporate bonds, commercial papers, and

1Similar pandemics in the past signi�cantly lowered the path of the economy in the medium and long term, Jordà
et al. (2022) and has many features similar to a natural disaster, Ludvigson et al. (2020).

2In the United States the Federal Reserve extended liquidity to �rms through the purchase of �nancial securities.
In Europe, Germany pledged 550 billion Euros in new loans to �rms under its `bazooka' program while the UK and
Switzerland extended bridging loans to �rms. The European Central Bank (ECB), in addition to direct assistance
to �rms, expanded its liquidity support by purchasing securities and easing collateral requirements. In countries
where interest rates were su�ciently high, they were lowered, in addition to direct liquidity assistance to �rms. See
Didier et al. (2021) for an overview of pandemic policies targeting �rms, Feyen et al. (2021) for policies targeting
the �nancial system, and Benmelech and Tzur-Ilan (2020) for an analysis of �scal and monetary policies employed
globally in response to the pandemic.
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commercial loans.3 Additionally, the Financial Markets Commission (CMF, the bank and �nancial

supervisor), relaxed regulatory liquidity requirements, through a temporary suspension of maturity

mismatch limits. In turn, the CMF allowed a reduction of credit risk weights for loans guaranteed

by the Treasury of Chile, CORFO and FOGAPE (Garcia (2021)).

Brunnermeier (2020) propose that policies implemented by di�erent governments during the

Covid-19 pandemic, should use carrot and stick approach to provide banks with postive incentives

to evergreen loans and punish banks which do not rollover existing loans. In Chile, government

implement policies with positive incentives to provide liquidity and the ability re�nance debt. How-

ever, re�nacing debt was not enforced by the regulation.

In the case of demand stimulation policies there were direct �scal transfers and temporary

extraordinary measures. About the latter, the Chilean Congress allowed three early withdrawals of

pension savings. The amount of the �rst two approved pension withdrawals is USD 35 billions. This

occurred between August and December, 2020. In turn, the recently approved third withdrawal is

estimated to account for approximately USD 20 billions. Overall, this policy accounts for roughly

20% of GDP. The funds are used to increase liquidity position and drive an unprecedented magnitude

increase in expected demand (CBCh (2021b)). On the other hand, there are additional transfers,

such as unemployment insurance and direct subsidies, which totalize about USD 6.6 billions.

The total additional liquidity to households (�scal transfers, plus pension withdrawals) is around

USD 42 billions, or more than 15% of GDP. These special measures implied a relevant increase in

the Chilean government debt. In the last year (from 2019 to 2020) has increased 5pp (of GDP),

reaching 33% of GDP. As the following �gure shows a conservative proyection shows that the for

2024 Chile could hit 40% of the GDP (MoF (2022)). Additionally, in terms of exchange intervention,

there was USD 24 billion injection into the economy to deal with liquidity in the exchange market.

In general terms, policies applied to appease the COVID 19 crisis are very similar. They

guarantee loans for small and medium �rms mainly and there where measures taken to protect and

create jobs during the stress period.

Faria-e Castro (2021) constructs a non-linear DSGE model of the US economy with �nancial

frictions and two goods/sectors, a �nal goods one and a services sector where there is entry and

exit of �rms. They then match the path of labour by selecting a sequence of shocks to the marginal

utility of services consumption, and then determine the contribution and e�ectiveness of various

pandemic policies in the US. Brinca et al. (2021) estimates a structural VAR of the US economy

that disentangles supply and demand shocks. In the paper, we estimate a linear DSGE model with

�nancial frictions which we estimate and then match observed paths of the economy and policy

during the pandemic to infer the sequences of all shocks that best describe the period. While Faria-

e Castro (2021) focuses on labour, we study a richer banking/�nancial environment and examine

3Both, the FOGAPE and the FCIC were focused on small and medium enterprises, whose annual sales are worth
les than 1 million UF, or about USD 40 million
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the response of credit and non-performing loans to policies.

This relates our work to papers such as Gourinchas et al. (2021) that study the impact of the

pandemic on small and medium enterprises (SMEs). Kahn and Wagner (2021) argues that public

lending and liquidity should be provided to �rms during the pandemic if there are externalities.

Boot (2020) and Didier et al. (2021) argue for the need for liquidity assistance, but emphasises the

role of �scal policy so as not to transmit cash �ow shortfalls from �rms to banks thus triggering

�nancial instability. It also extends recent analyses about the Chilean credit policies during the

pandemic (Garcia et al. (2022)), by incorporating an alternative identi�cation strategy, the role

of banking heterogeneity and the �nancial stability channel. Instead of anchoring the discussion

regarding what would have been the e�ects of a fall in credit as in the CFG, we recourse to a

more detailed modeling of the banking sector. In this way, we estimate historical macro�nancial

elasticities and evaluate the e�ect of policy shocks. Meanwhile, the transmission of credit and

default is explored through di�erent types of banks, which show di�erent behaviors, worthy of

monitoring, to draw policy lessons. Although the results are of similar magnitudeFinpub2022s, we

believe that this avenue provides a good complement to modeling and policy analysis.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and policies

implemented, Section 3 presents the parameterization and estimation while Section 4 the counter-

factuals and policy experiments and Section 5 concludes.

2 Model

We do this within a small open economy New Keynesian model with a banking sector and

�nancial frictions in the form of collateral constraints and partial default by wholesale producers.

Two-period lived wholesale producers produce goods that they sell to intermediate goods pro-

ducers. They use capital and labor to produce wholesale goods and �nance their purchase of capital

by issuing equity, secured debt and unsecured debt. Unsecured debt is repaid next period, but al-

lows for the possibility of default; while secured borrowing is subject to a collateral constraint. Debt

is purchased by the banking system while equity is invested in by households. Intermediate goods

producers manufacture a di�erentiated domestically priced good which they, in turn, sell to �nal

goods producers. They are monopolistically competitive, produce and set prices for intermediate

goods á-la Calvo. Domestically priced �nal goods producers combine the output of intermediate

goods producers and sell the composite output at competitive prices domestically and abroad.

Capital producers operate in perfectly competitive markets. They purchase non-depreciated

capital from wholesale �rms and combine it with domestic �nal goods in order to produce new

capital. Production is subject to investment adjustment costs.

The �nancial sector is composed of two types of banks, large and small. Banks combine house-

holds' deposits to lend them to wholesale �rms. Prudential (Basel) regulation requires all banks to
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hold a certain amount of capital as a proportion of their risk-weighted assets. Households own all

�rms and banks in the economy. Households deposit at both types of banks, consume �nal goods,

choose the wage rate and invest equity in wholesale �rms, big banks and small banks.

The government owns the copper producing sector and receives all the copper pro�ts, requires

�nal goods for spending, and collects lump-sum taxes from wholesale producers, big banks and

households. The government is responsible for the implementation of the FOGAPE and FCIC

program. Both programs a�ect directly the budget constraint of the banks changing the amount

of regular credits that the bank system would take. The central bank regulates commercial banks

and sets the interbank interest rate. The circular �ow of funds is summarised in �gure 1.
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Figure 1. Circular Flows Diagram

2.1 Government, policies and limitations

As in other economies during the pandemic, various facilities have been implemented in Chile

to support the �ow of credit. These policies were oriented to prevent the macroeconomic shock

from amplifying due to insu�cient �nancing that would cause massive bankruptcies of companies

and thus generate a greater problem of �nancial stability.

These measures have been coordinated between the Government and local regulators. In the

particular case of the Central Bank of Chile, in March 2020 the FCIC, a special long term facility

that was available to banks at a discounted rate. This was implemented in tandem with a special

Government guarantees programme, named FOGAPE. Unlike the measures implemented during

the Global Financial Crisis (CFG) �ease of liquidity at term (FLAP)� the FCIC was conditioned
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on the amount of credit granted by banks grants. Thus, the FCIC (i) had a term of four years, for

which a rate equivalent to the minimum monetary policy rate of the period (ii) required to pledge

collateral in an operation similar to a REPO, but includes placements commercial extending its size

and type of collateral, given the magnitude of its use; and (iii) contained rules of access and the

amounts authorized to each bank by the BCCh based on how much credit they granted. This policy

had a total budget of 40.000 USD millions and had three phases that were adapting allowance and

access rules to the economic situation (CBCh (2021a)).

In the case of FOGAPE, this program consisted of Government guarantees that backed banking

intermediated commercial credit extensions focused on small and medium enterprises with sales

below USD 45 (or one million Unidades de Fomento, UF). This credit had favourable conditions:

low interest rates and long terms. As the FCIC, this facility was implemented in stages. Phase one,

known as FOGAPE Covid provided credit with a nominal interest rate of 3.5% above the MPR,

with a term between 24 and 48 months, and a grace period of 6 months at least. The second phase,

known as FOGAPE Reactiva encompassed a wider range of enterprises that the �rst stage was

unable to. To do that, this program allowed credit for allowed re�nancing purposes and relaxed

the interest rate cap. That is, the interest rate of 0.6% above the MPR (monthly), which is higher

than the previous phase. Additionally, the term associated was extended up to 7 years.

For the government transfer or �scal policy we assume that - absent from extraordinary measures

- it follows a �xed simpli�ed rule.

Govtransfer = 0.15(GDPss) ∗ FISCALt (1)

The policy evaluation is a non-trivial exercise that requires capturing essential elements of eco-

nomic reality. In order to account for these elements, we extended the conventional macro modelling

by enriching the �nancial sector. Nowadays, as expected, to have a manageable framework, we had

to make important simpli�cation assumptions regarding the balancesheets of agents and policies

that were implemented.

FCIC and FOGAPE policies were introduced in the model in a simpli�ed fashion via various

restrictions. The credit e�ect of the two policies is modelled by introducing a shock into the bank

funding sources, while the e�ect in decreasing the risk weighted assets of the FOGAPE special

Government guarantees is introduced in the capital adequacy equation. Additionally, the risk

sharing is introduced in the bank pro�t dynamics where collateral guarantees mitigate potential

losses. In turn, these losses are considered in the Government spending, together with the FCIC

and other expenses. Although the FCIC was implemented by the Central Bank, it is assumed that

without loss of generality, both balances can be collapsed into one.

In this sense, we abstracted from other policy details that might be relevant during its imple-

mentation. For example, as mentioned, there were di�erent stages, di�erent conditions of access,
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allowances, and other relevant parameters, such as interest rates, maturity, deductibles, among

others. We tried to have a manageable model, while acknowledging that these elements may have

consequences in the dynamics of credit and risk. However, given the macroeconomic nature of the

exercise, we believe our strategy it su�cient to describe the policies aggregate e�ects and that a

micro-econometric oriented agenda could help to disentangle other particular e�ects that comple-

ment the analysis presented in this work (Huneeus et al. (2022))

Finally, we assume �scal policy as a set of regular and special measures. About the latter, we

have the pension withdrawals that were essentially direct liquidity transfers to households from

their long term pension savings. Pension administrators were forced to sell their long term assets

to get the liquidity to satisfy the withdrawals amount. There were three withdrawals that roughly

accounted for US 50 billion. This lowered the long term investing in foreign and local assets while

increasing bank demand deposits from households. Since in our model we do not have a pension

system, we are not able to isolate its e�ect and are attributed to the �scal authority. Nevertheless,

in the end, a big portion of these withdrawals will translate into �scal costs, because of the increase

solidarity pensions. Additionally, there were direct transfer policy consisted in the Emergency

Family Income (IFE, for its acronym in Spanish), which adds more liquidity to the households for

about USD 20 billion.

2.2 Households

There is a continuum of households who are in�nitely lived. Each of them consumes both

domestically produced (cN,t) and imported goods (cT,t) and their utility arises from their aggregate

consumption bundle (ct). The domestic price of imported goods is pimpt . Households' disutility

from labor is denoted by (lht ) and received wages (wt). Households own all the �rms (wholesale

and intermediate producers, retailers, exporters, and capital producers) and banks in the economy

and receives pro�ts from them. Households capitalise big and small banks and wholesale producers

with equity (ebigt , esmt and ew,total). Equity of wholesale producers is composed of the net equity,

ewt , and undepreciated capital that households receive from the �rm that shuts down in the current

period, ((1− τ)pKt k
w
t ). Households also save through deposits, dht , foreign bonds, Bft , and domestic

government bonds Bg,ht . In addition, households pay lump-sum taxes to the government Tht .

The consumption bundle is:

ct = [(φh)
1
νc c

νc−1
νc

N,t + (1 − φh)
1
νc c

νc−1
νc

T,t ]
νc
νc−1 (2)
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The budget constraint of households can be written as:

dht+1 + pimpt cT,t + cN,t + ew,totalt + ebigt + esmt +QtB
f
t−1(1 + rft ) +Bg,ht

≤ (1 + rdt )dht +QtB
f
t +Bg,ht−1(1 + rbt ) + wtl

h
t + Πw

t

+ Πbig
t + Πsm

t + Πcap
t + Πret

t + Tht −Aht +Govtransfer (3)

where Qt is the real exchange rate,
(
1 + rdt

)
dht is the income from deposits, ew,totalt = (ewt +(1−

τ)pKt k
w
t ) is the total equity invested in the wholesale �rms, total pro�t of wholesale �rms is de�ned

as Πw
t = (1− θw)Π̄w

t + θwΠw
t , Πbig

t + Πsm
t + Πcap

t + Πret
t is the sum of pro�ts from big banks, small

banks, capital producers and retailers respecttively, and Aht = 0.5ah,d(dht −dhss)2 +0.5ah,b,f (QtB
f
t −

QssB
f
ss)

2 + 0.5ah,b,g(Bg,ht −Bg,hss )2 are the adjustment costs of households.

Households maximize the following value function subject to their budget constraint:

max
cTt ,c

N
t ,d

h
t+1,wt,B

f
t ,B

g,h
t

V ht =
(cht )1−σ

1 − σ
− θh

(lht )1+γh

1 + γh
+ βht EtV ht+1.

Households choose the equity of big banks ebig using the following rule:

ebigt = ρeqebigt−1 + (1− ρeq)ebigss + (1− ρeq)ebigss
(
(φbankΠbig

t +ah,b,edbigt )− (φbankΠbig
ss +ah,b,edbigss )

)
(4)

Households choose the equity of small banks esm using the following rule:

esmt = ρeqesmt−1 +(1−ρeq)esmss +(1−ρeq)esmss
(
(φbankΠsm

t +ah,s,edsmt )− (φbankΠsm
ss +ah,b,edsmss )

)
(5)

Households choose the equity of �rms ew using the following rule:

ewt = ρeqewt−1+(1−ρeq)ewss+(1−ρeq)ewss
(
(φfirmΠw

t +ah,f,e(µw,st +µw,ut ))−(φfirmΠw
ss+a

h,w,e(µw,sss +µw,uss ))
)

(6)

Households supply their labor in a monopolistically competitive market where their optimally

chosen wage may be revised in the future with probability 1 − θpw. This nominal wage rigidity

construction results in labor supply accommodating demand in a similar manner that �rm output

responds to demand when there is stickiness in nominal prices. The demand for individual labor

becomes a function of the total demand for labor, aggregate wage and wage of the individual. In

particular, it takes the form:
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lht (j) = (
Wt(j)

Wt
)−εw lht (7)

Individual real wage can be expressed as:

wt(j) =
Wt(j)

Pt
(8)

Aggregate real wage can be expressed as:

wt =
Wt

Pt
(9)

Given that an individual can reset their nominal wage next period with probability 1−θpw, real
wage that individual gets at period t + s if they are stuck with the wage they chose at time t can

be represented as:

wt+s(j) =
Wt(j)

Pt+s
=
Wt(j)

Pt

Pt
Pt+s

= wt(j)Π
−1
t,t+s, (10)

where Πt,t+s =
∏s
m=1 Πt+m = Pt+1

Pt

Pt+2

Pt+1
· · · = Pt+s

Pt

By denoting the optimal choice of wt(j) at time t by w]t we get the following expression:

w],1+εwγ
h

=
εw

εw − 1

H1

H2
, (11)

where εw - elasticity of labor substitution.

H1,t = θhw
εw(1+γh)
t lh,1+γh

t + βht θ
pwΠ

εw(1+γh)
t+1 H1,t+1, (12)

where θpw is the probability of a saver household not to be able to adjust their wage rate next

period.

H2,t = λht w
εw
t lh + βht θ

pwΠεw−1
t+1 H2,t+1 (13)

And labor wage rate dynamics follows equation (similar to the dynamics of in�ation in case of

price stickiness):

w1−εw
t = (1 − θpw)w],1−εw + θpwΠεw−1

t w1−εw
t−1 (14)
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2.3 Firms

2.3.1 Wholesale producers

Wholesale producers in the economy have an OLG structure. All newly born �rms are ex ante

identical. In its �rst period, each �rm receives equity from households (HH) and borrows secured,

µw,s, and unsecured loans, µw,u, from banks to �nance the purchase of capital, kwt , at price p
K
t . In

the next period, each �rm realises its level of productivity (At), which can be either high (Āt) or

low (At). Given its level of productivity, each �rm decides how much labor, lwt , it wants to hire.

We assume that a fraction of �rms (1 − θw) are �lucky� and experience high levels of productivity

while the fraction, θw, are �unlucky� and experience low levels of productivity. So, �rms are

identical ex ante but di�erent ex post. When �rms borrow secured, they are subject to a collateral

constraint under which the amount due to repayment cannot be higher than the expected value of

undepreciated capital in the next period, coll(1− τ)kwt+1EpKt+1. Where coll stands for the collateral

value of capital, and τ represent its depreciation rate. Firms can also default on their unsecured

debt with the default rate, δwt , which we interpret as the "loss given default." Additionally, �rms pay

lump-sum taxes in the �rst period Tw and in the second one Tw,prof . Given individual total factor

productivity (TFP), labor demand and output, aggregate labor demand and output are realized.

The total production is given by a constant returns to scale production function,

yjt = Ajt (k
j
t )
α(ljt )

1−α. (15)

The �rst period real budget constraint of a �rm takes the form,

pKt k
w
t+1 + Tw +Awt = µwt+1 + ew,totalt , (16)

where, µwt+1 = µw,ut+1 + µw,st+1, A
w
t , are the adjustment costs of �rm, and are equal to Awt =

0.5aw,u(µw,ut+1 − µw,uss )2 + 0.5aw,s(µw,st+1 − µw,sss )2 + 0.5aw,k(kwt+1 − kwss)
2.

The collateral constraint of each �rm takes the form,

E(1 + rw,st+1)µw,st+1 ≤ coll(1 − τ)kwt+1EpKt+1 (17)

In the second period each �rm receives pro�ts,

Πw
t+1 = pwt+1A

w
t+1(kwt+1)α(lwt+1)1−α − (1 − δwt+1)µw,ut+1(1 + rw,ut+1) − µw,st+1(1 + rw,st+1)

−wt+1l
w
t+1 −

Ωwt+1

1 + ψ

(
δwt+1µ

w,u
t+1(1 + rw,ut+1)

)1+ψ

+ pKt+1k
w
t+1(1 − τ) + Tw,prof

(18)
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Therefore, depending on their level of technology, �rms' pro�ts can either be Π̄t or Πt.

Ωwt is a macro variable that represents the aggregate credit conditions. It evolves according to:

Ωwt = Ωwss(
µw,uss (1 + rw,uss ) + µw,sss (1 + rw,sss )

Πss

)ω(δwss)
γ(

Πt

µw,ut (1 + rw,ut ) + µw,st (1 + rw,st )
)ω

1

(δwt )γ
. (19)

Ωwt varies with the aggregate debt, but individual �rms do not internalize how their borrowing

decisions a�ect aggregate credit conditions.
Ωwt+1

1+ψ

(
δjt+1µ

j,u
t+1(1 + rw,ut+1)

)1+ψ

is the pecuniary cost of

the loss-given-default (cost of renegotiating the debt). In the model, �rms issue unsecured debt to

banks. Banks therefore have a limited claim on the existing wealth of the borrower and cannot

invoke bankruptcy proceedings. Thus, a key feature of the paper is that the possibility of default

in equilibrium exists on unsecured debt.

We assume that �rms can only issue non state contingent nominal bonds to banks, or, equiva-

lently, nominally riskless loans are obtained from banks. Firms may choose to renege on some of

their contractual debt obligations, but then su�er a renegotiation cost proportional to the scale of

default. As �rms vanish after their second period of life, their ability to liquidate assets and pay

dividends to shareholders is predicated upon successfully negotiating their existing debt burden. In

this sense, the decision to default is strategic.4

Firms solve,

max
kwt+1,µ

w,u
t+1 ,µ

w,s
t+1,l

w
t+1,δ

w
t+1

V wt = βht Etλht+1Πw
t+1

4This cost e�ectively creates a borrowing constraint and stems from Shubik and Wilson (1977) and Dubey et al.
(2005) and applied in Tsomocos (2003), Goodhart et al. (2005) and Goodhart et al. (2006). In the RBC literature,
our model shares similar features to De Walque et al. (2010). Our closest methodological precursors are Peiris and
Tsomocos (2015) (that studied a two-period large open international economy with incomplete markets and default);
Goodhart et al. (2013), who explored the e�ect of international capital �ow taxation on default and welfare in a
deterministic two-period large open economy; and Walsh (2015a) and Walsh (2015b), who considered default in a
small open dynamic incomplete markets economy. In these latter two papers, the marginal cost of default depends
on the level of wealth, so the propensity to default depends on business cycle �uctuations. We follow this notion
here by introducing a macrovariable that governs the marginal cost of renegotiating debt (default), termed "credit
conditions." This re�ects changing motivations and incentives of debtors to make the necessary sacri�ces to repay
their obligations across the cycle, as emphasised by Roch et al. (2016). Implicitly, our formulation assumes that,
during downturns, the cost of renegotiating the debt is smaller and acts as an amplifying mechanism.
Ultimately the non-pecuniary default cost methodology and credit conditions' variable allows us to calibrate the

model to realised average default rates. We believe that this approach has valid economic grounds and argue that
credit-conditions can be adequately captured by an appropriate state variable in order to describe the relationship
between loan delinquencies and the capital stock. Meanwhile the debtor �rm takes the credit conditions variable as
given since creditors are capable of imposing institutional arrangements that are non-negotiable.
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2.3.2 Intermediate goods producers

Intermediate Goods Producers are monopolistically competitive and produce a di�erentiated

intermediate good using wholesale goods:

Y rett (k) = Y wt (k) (20)

Hence, they solve:

min
Y rett (k)

Pwt
Pt

Y rett (k) + λrett (Y rett (k) − Y wt (k)). (21)

The �rst order condition gives:

λrett =
Pwt
Pt

= pwt . (22)

Intermediate goods producer sets the price pt(k) by solving:

max
pt(k)

V intt = λht

[pt(k)

Pt
ct(k) − λrett ct(k)

]
+ βht θpsEtV intt+1 (23)

s.t. Y rett (k) = (pt(k)
Pt

)−θcY rett .

The solution to this problem is given by

λht

[
(1 − θc)

p∗t
Pt

+ λrett θc

]
(
p∗t
Pt

)−θc
( 1

p∗t

)
Y rett +

+ Et

∞∑
i=1

(βht+i−1θps)
iλht+i

[
(1 − θc)

p∗t
Pt+i

+ λrett+iθc

]
(
p∗t
Pt+i

)−θc
( 1

p∗t

)
Y rett+i = 0 (24)

It can be shown that

(1 + πt)
1−θc = (1 − θps)(1 + π∗t )1−θc + θps (25)

where πt is the in�ation rate and

Y ret = Y wt /v
p
t (26)

Price persistence vpt is de�ned as:

vpt = (1 − θps)(
1 + πt
1 + π∗t

)θc + θps(1 + πt)
θcvpt−1 (27)
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2.3.3 Retailers

They create a composite �nal good using as inputs goods purchased from intermediate goods

producers that is then demanded by households, the government and capital producers, and is given

by:

Y rett =
(∫ 1

0

Y rett (k)
(θc−1)/θcdk

) θc
(θc−1)

(28)

The demand for the individual good k is given by:

Y rett (k) = (
pt(k)

Pt
)−θcY rett (29)

Where Y rett is the bundle of domestically-priced �nal goods consumed by agents.

2.3.4 Capital producers

Capital producers purchase domestic goods it to produce capital. The capital production tech-

nology includes an adjustment cost to investment. The production function takes the form:

Kt+1 = (1 − τ)Kt + εinvt it+1

(
1 − κ

2

( it+1

it
− 1
)2)

, (30)

Capital producers sell new capital to wholesale producers. The pro�t is:

Πcap
t = pKt ε

inv
t it+1

(
1 − κ

2

( it+1

it
− 1
)2)

− it+1 (31)

Capital producers solve:

max
it+1

V capt = λht Πcap
t + βht EtV

cap
t+1 (32)

2.4 Banking Sector

The main distinctive feature of the Chilean banking sector is its pronounced heterogeneity with

respect to banks' market share. It can be viewed as having a two-level structure. First, the majority

of assets is concentrated within a few large credit institutions while the other banks together have

only a small market share. We explicitly model this feature by introducing two types of two-period

lived banks in our model - systemically important (big) banks and small banks (small). The small

banking sector consists of banks that comprise a relatively small share of the market. All banks

are subject to capital requirements introduced by �nancial regulations. However, systemically

important banks are subject to higher capital requirements. This is consistent with Basel III. For

example, while capital requirement for a small bank stays at 9%, it is 11.5% for a systemically

13



important bank. All banks of any category are identical ex ante, because risky �rms are identical

ex ante as well. Ex post, those banks that lent to unlucky �rms will su�er from partial default on

their loans. We call these banks �unlucky� banks. �Lucky� banks will su�er no default on loans that

they have extended. It should be noted that systemically important banks will su�er less, because

they invest less in risky �rms ex ante. Systemically important banks, (big), lend to a pool of risky

�rms, µbigt , so that ex post, they are subject only to aggregate risk. In contrast, small banks (sm)

can lend to only a one �rm and are exposed to individual �rm risk too (both idiosyncratic and

aggregate).

2.4.1 Big banks

Newly founded big banks are capitalised with equity, ebigt . They accept deposits from households,

dbigt , extend secured, µbig,st , and unsecured, µbig,ut , loans to �rms. Additionally banks receive an

amount of FCIC line lbigt , that also incorporates indirectly the incentives of collateral guarantees into

credit provision.5 Thus, the total value of the fully �nanced loan portfolio is µbigt+1. The �rst-period

budget constraint of a big bank is given by

µbigt+1 = (1 − resbigt )dbigt+1 + ebigt + T big + lbigt −Abigt , (33)

where, µbigt+1 = µbig,st+1 + µbig,ut+1 , Abank, adjustment costs and is equal to Abigt = 0.5ab,s(µbig,st+1 −
µbig,sss )2 + 0.5ab,u(µbig,ut+1 − µbig,uss )2 + 0.5ab,d(dbigt+1 − dbigss )2.

The reserve requirement for big banks is resbig and transfer to banks in the �rst period is T big.

The FCIC dynamic for the big banks is driven essentially by the growth of the credit in previous

periods. This feature intends to capture incentives that this policy incorporates to preserve banking

lending. The following equation shows the FCIC dynamics:

lbigt = 2ρFCICFCICt(µ
big
ss + µbigt − µbigt−1) (34)

Where ρFCIC is a mapping from credit to new allowance, summarising access rules to the facility,

and FCICt describes the FCIC policy shock dynamics, modelled as an autoregressive process.

Capital adequacy concerns require banks to hold a proportion of the risk-weighted assets kbigt
over the requirements k̄big. Failure to maintain the required amount results in a quadratic pecuniary

penalty.6

5As it was explained in the introduction, this is a simpli�cation assumption. In order to incorporate the individual
e�ects of FCIC and FOGAPE into credit provision, it would have been needed to model a more complicated structure
of bank's balance sheets. However, we believe that even tough the mechanisms are interesting, we would like to
concentrate on the aggregate e�ect, and only isolate the e�ect of FOGAPE on risk mitigation, through risk weights
and reducing banking losses.

6Penalising the banks for being below the requirement re�ects the ine�ciency of the bank's intermediation
process.
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The capital adequacy ratio for systemically important banks is de�ned as the ratio of bank

capital to risk-weighted assets net of reserves rwabigt . Thus, the capital adequacy ratio is de�ned

as the ratio of bank capital to risk-weighted assets net of reserves (rwabigt ). It should be noted

that the volume of FOGAPE associated commercial loans reduces the banks capital requirements,

which captures the regulatory relief that complements the extraordinary government guarantees

programs. Where FOGt describes the FOGAPE policy dynamics shock7

kbigt =
ebigt

rwabigt
=

ebigt

(1 − FOGt)(r̄wµ
big,u
t+1 + r̄wµbig,st+1 )

(35)

Subsequently, banks choose how much secured and unsecured debt to extend to �rms, and

therefore their pro�ts are de�ned by

Πbig
t+1 = θw(1 + rw,ut+1)(1 − (δwt+1 − δwt+1FOGt))µ

big,u
t+1 + (1 − θw)(1 + rw,ut+1)µbig,ut+1 +

+ (1 + rw,st+1)µbig,st+1 − (1 + rdt+1)dbigt+1 − lbigt−8(1 + rFCIC)8 + resbigt
dbigt+1

πt+1
+ T big,prof , (36)

where, rw,ut and rw,st are unsecured and secured lending rates. rFCIC is the rate associated to

the FCIC line. We also assume that only 'unlucky' �rms default on their unsecured borrowing.

T big,prof is the transfer to banks in the second period.

Given
{
δwt+1, r

w,u
t+1, r

w,s
t+1, r

d
t+1

}
, banks maximize

max
µbig,ut+1 ,µbig,st+1 ,dbigt+1

V bigt = Etβh
(Πbig

t+1)1−ξbig

1 − ξbig
− λbig0.5[kbigt − k̄big]2, (37)

where λbig is the marginal cost of deviating from the target capital adequacy ratio.

2.4.2 Small banks

Small banks are not considered systemically important. Newborn small banks are capitalised

with equity, esmt . They accept deposits from households, dsmt and extend secured, µsm,st , and

unsecured, µsm,ut , loans to �rms. Aditionally banks receive an amount of FCIC line conditional on

credit growth , lsmallt .

As they are small, their loan portfolio is less diversi�ed than the large banks. This means

that small banks lend only to one type of �rm and, ex post, the banks portfolio experiences the

idiosyncratic risk emanating from �rms.

7This applies to the small banks' case as well.
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The �rst-period budget constraint of a small bank is given by

µsmt+1 = (1 − ressmt )dsmt+1 + esmt + lsmallt −Asmt , (38)

where, µsmt+1 = µsm,st+1 + µsm,ut+1 , and Asm, are the adjustment costs for small banks, and is equal

to Asmt = 0.5asm,s(µsm,st+1 − µsm,sss )2 + 0.5asm,u(µsm,ut+1 − µsm,uss )2 + 0.5asm,d(dsmt+1 − dsmss )2. Reserve

requirement of small banks is ressmt .

Similar to the big banks' case, the FCIC dynamic for the small banks is de�ned as follows:

lsmallt = 2ρFCICFCICt(µ
small
ss + µsmallt − µsmallt−1 ) (39)

The capital adequacy ratio is de�ned as the ratio of bank capital to risk-weighted assets net of

reserves rwasmt , such that

ksmt =
esmt
rwasmt

=
esmt

(1 − FOGt)(r̄wµ
sm,u
t+1 + r̄wµsm,st+1 )

(40)

Banks then choose how much secured and unsecured debt to extend to �rms.

Lucky small banks receive pro�ts equal to

Π̄sm
t+1 = (1 + rw,ut+1)µsm,ut+1 + (1 + rw,st+1)µsm,st+1 − (1 + rdt+1)dsmt+1 − lsmallt−8 (1 + rFCIC)8 + ressmt

dsmt+1

πt+1
,

(41)

and unlucky small banks receive pro�ts equal to

Πsm
t+1 = (1 + rw,ut+1)(1 − (δwt+1 − δwt+1FOGt))µ

sm,u
t+1 + (1 + rw,st+1)µsm,st+1

−(1 + rdt+1)dsmt+1 − lsmallt−8 (1 + rFCIC)8 + ressmt
dsmt+1

πt+1
,

(42)

where, rw,ut and rw,st , are unsecured and secured lending rates. rFCIC is the rate associated to

the FCIC line. We also assume that only 'unlucky' �rms default on their unsecured borrowing.

Given
{
δwt+1, r

w,u
t+1, r

w,s
t+1, r

d
t+1

}
, banks maximize,

max
µsm,ut+1 ,µsm,st+1 ,dsmt+1

V smt = Etβh[(1 − θw)
(Π̄sm

t+1)1−ξsm

1 − ξsm
+ θw

(Πsm
t+1)1−ξsm

1 − ξsm
]−

−λsm0.5[ksmt − k̄sm]2 + λsm,uns
µsm,ut+1

µsm,uss

(43)

where λsm is the marginal cost of deviating from the target capital ratio, and λsm,uns governs

the preference of small banks for unsecured loans. So, the total pro�t of small banks is de�ned as
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follows,

Πsmall
t+1 = (1 − θw)Π̄small

t+1 + θwΠsmall
t+1 (44)

2.5 Government

2.5.1 Fiscal authority

Government gets all revenue, pc,domt Ct, from copper exports, Ct,and price ptc, dom. It spends

its funds on the domestically produced �nal goods, Gt, and imported goods, Gimpt . Therefore, it

may save or borrow through the domestic government bonds, Bgt , and collects lump sum taxes from

households, �rms and big banks in the economy. In addition, the government have cost associated

to the default of Fogape credits and have bene�ts from the FCIC line used in the economy.

Therefore, the government budget constraint is,

Gt + pimpt Gimpt + Tht + T big + T big,prof + Tw,prof +Bgt−1

(1 + ibt−1)

1 + πt
+ ressmt−1

dsmallt

πt+1
+ resbigt−1

dbigt
πt+1

+θw(1 + rw,ut )(FOGt−1δ
w)(µbig,ut−1 + µsmall,ut−1 ) + (lbigt + lsmallt )

= Bgt + pc,domt Ct + Tw + resbigt dbigt+1 + ressmt dsmt+1 + (lbigt−8 + lsmallt−8 )(1 + rFCIC)8

(45)

Government uses the following rule when determines its spending:

Gt = Gss
(GDPss
GDPt

)−ρg,spend
(46)

Government supply of domestic bonds follows the rule:

Bgt + 0.8 ·Govtransfer = ρb,g,GDP (Gt + pimpt Gimpt − (Gss + pimpss Gimpss ) − (pc,domt Ct − pc,domss Css)+

resbigt
dbigt
πt+1

+ ressmallt

dsmallt

πt+1
− resbigt dbigt − ressmt dsmt − dbigss res

big
s s

πt+1
+ dbigss res

big
ss +

Bgt−1(1 + rg) −Bgss(1 + rssg )) + θw(1 + rw,ut )(FOGt−1δ
w)(µbig,ut−1 + µsmall,ut−1 )+

(lbigt + lsmallt ) − (lbigt−1 + lsmallt−1 )(1 + rFCIC)

(47)

Government foreign lending supply bonds it is determined in the following equation:

Qt ·Bft =
GDPt
GDPss

(Bfss ·Qss · εB
f

) − 10 ·Govtransfer (48)
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2.5.2 Monetary authority

We �nally de�ne the relative weight of foreign priced �nal goods in the basket as ωTt = cTt /(c
T
t +

cNt ). Then the real consumer price index (CPI) is given by rcpit = pimpt ωTt + (1 − ωTt ). The CPI

in�ation then is πcpit = (1 + πt)(rcpit)/(rcpit−1). With this in�ation de�nition, the central bank

controls the interest rate ibt according to the following rule,

1 + ibt
1 + ibss

=
(1 + ibt−1

1 + ibss

)ρi(1 + πcpit

1 + πcpiss

)1+ρπ( GDPt
GDPss

)ρgdpεit, (49)

where, εit is a monetary policy shock that follows AR(1) process, ρi, ρπ and ρgdp measure the

sensitivity of the policy interest rate to deviations of the nominal interest rate in the previous

period, in�ation and to aggregate output from the steady state values, correspondingly.

3 Data and Parameterization

This section presents the assumptions of the model regarding the calibration of some parameters

of the model. Then, we perform the estimation of the key parameters of the model, and we describe

in detail the goodness of �t of the model with respect to the data utilized.

3.1 Data

As in (Martinez et al. (2020)), we estimate our model using Bayesian techniques based on

twenty one data series: GDP growth rates, household consumption growth rates, international

copper price growth rates, percentage change of CPI in�ation, percentage change of interest rate,

big banks' loan growth rates, small banks' loans growth rates, percentage change of ratio of non-

performing loans to total loans (NPL) for big banks, percentage change of ratio of non-performing

loans to total loans for small banks, big banks total household deposits growth rates, small banks

total household deposits growth rates, growth rate of real exchange rate, wages growth rate, hours

growth rate, copper exports growth rate, government consumption growth rate, percentage change

of �rm debt to equity rate, big banks total equity growth rates, small banks total equity growth

rates, percentage change of big banks equity to commercial loans, percentage change of small banks

equity to commercial loans.

All banking data is extracted from the Chilean �nancial supervisor (CMF). The rest is obtained

from the Chilean Central Bank's database. The data sample covers the period of Q3 2005 - Q4

2020. Full details of the measurement equations used are in the Appendix, in Section 7.2.8

8The criteria used to classify banks as big or small correspond to the size of their assets, portfolio risk and
liquidity. Thus, in March 2020, the �rst and second group of banks were made up of 5 and 4 institutions respectively
(no commas) out of a total of 18 entities, representing more than 80% of total assets. To build the group of banks
we used the same methodology used in Martinez et al. (2020), where we take care of merges and acquisitions, and
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3.2 Calibration

The calibration9 is designed so that parameter values are set a priori to match certain properties

of the Chilean economy (Table I). Most of these values are based on Medina and Soto (2007), but

some updated values appear also in Garcia et al. (2019) and Martinez et al. (2020). The households'

time-preference parameter is set to yield in the steady state an annual risk free rate of about 6.8

percent which is consistent with the average nominal one to three month interest rate for the period

we consider. Loss given default and the fraction of �rms defaulting are calibrated so as to match

the average ratio of non-performing loans to total loans over the sample period. We calibrate

the average system wide ratio of non performing loans to total loans for the homogenous banking

system case, while for the heterogeneous banking system case we calibrate this ratio individually

for each group. The ratios for non performing loans are matched by calibrating banks portfolios,

in particular, the ratio of unsecured lending to total lending for a particular group of banks. The

latest is based on Martinez et al. (2020) since they did a similar procedure.

The depreciation rate τ is set to yield an annual rate of 10 percent, as in Garcia et al. (2019).

The remaining parameters are calibrated to match the steady state ratio of aggregate consumption

to GDP of approximately 60 percent using various documents and based in Martinez et al. (2020).

rules to compute the growth variables for each group. Finally, it is important to note that state-owned banks (There
is only one), and those that have a business oriented to speci�c segments (retail and treasury), are excluded from
this study. In relation to the latter, their incorporation into the Chilean banking system has been recent and they
represent only 3.6% of total bank assets. In the referred work we also show statistics and signi�cant di�erences
among the di�erent groups of banks.

9Detailed measurement assessment appears in Appendix, Section 7.2.
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Parameter Value Description Source

βhss 0.9829 Household's steady state time preference Martinez et al. (2020)
σh 1.5 Household's risk aversion Martinez et al. (2020)
θh 0.15 Household's disutility from labor Rätzel (2012)
γh 0.84 Household's labor elasticity Medina and Soto (2007)
νc 1.12 Elasticity of substitution between Medina and Soto (2007)

domestic and foreign consumption goods
φh 0.65 Household's preference for domestic goods Medina and Soto (2007)
Āss 2.84 High TFP steady state Stephen Bond (2005)
Ass 2.62 Low TFP steady state Stephen Bond (2005)
τ 0.025 Depraciation rate Martinez et al. (2020)
α 0.33 Capital share in wholesaler's production Medina and Soto (2007)
θc 6 Elasticity of retailer's output Giarda (2023)
εw 6 Elasticity of labor demand Danziger (2009)

φbank 0.3 Fraction of bank pro�ts reinvested Martinez et al. (2020)
φfirm 0.2 Fraction of �rm pro�ts reinvested Martinez et al. (2020)
ρeq 0.9 Equity investment persistence parameter Martinez et al. (2020)
coll 0.057 Collateral value of capital Martinez et al. (2020)
θw 0.25 Fraction of �rms defaulting Martinez et al. (2020)
δf 0.07 Loss given default Calibration
ψ 2 default cost parameter Calibration
ξbig 1.5 Big bank's risk aversion Martinez et al. (2020)
ξsmall 1.5 Small bank's risk aversion Martinez et al. (2020)
k̄big 0.105 Capital requirments for big banks Martinez et al. (2020)
k̄sm 0.13 Capital requirments for small banks Martinez et al. (2020)

λsm,uns .027 Small bank utility from risky lending Dyrda et al. (2012)
r̄w 1 Bank's risk-weight Basel III

Table I

Calibrated Parameters
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Calibrated ratios Value Description Source

C/GDP 0.55 Aggregate Consumption to GDP
G/GDP 0.30 Government Consumption to GDP Calibration
Bg/GDP 0.80 Domestic bonds to GDP Calibration
dsav/GDP 0.70 Deposits to GDP Calibration

Households income/GDP 0.95 Households' income to GDP Calibration
Copper Export/ GDP 0.25 Copper Export to GDP Calibration

µbig,s

µbig,u
0.75 Big bank secured to unsecured lending Martinez et al. (2020)

µsmall,s

µsmall,u
0.75 Small bank secured to unsecured lending Martinez et al. (2020)

µbig

µsmall
4.4 Big bank to small bank lending Martinez et al. (2020)

µw,u+µw,s

eqtotal
1.5 Firm leverage Martinez et al. (2020)

Table II

Calibrated Ratios

3.3 Estimated parameters

Similar to Martinez et al. (2020) and Garcia et al. (2019), the model is estimated using standard

Bayesian techniques described in An and Schorfheide (2007).

Our model nests the standard new Keynesian model, but for estimation, we use signi�cantly

more data than previous studies such as Medina and Soto (2007), or Garcia et al. (2019) did, as

we use �nancial time series. This is because our emphasis is to match banking and �nancial sector

data. Thus, we can assess the e�ects of �nancial policies to macroeconomic variables and also have

economically and statistically meaningful results to guide policy decisions.

The estimation results of parameters and shocks are presented in Table III. Adjustment costs,

key processes to describe the speed at which assets are adjusted dynamically, are identi�ed and

there is a su�cient di�erence between the prior and the posterior parameters computed by the

Bayesian estimation. All parameters are identi�ed. We have attempted to keep the priors as

agnostic as possible, though we have had to select some parameter priors appropriately to help

with computational speed. In tables I and II we show the calibrated parameters and more relevant

macro �nancial ratios. Finally, we compare second moments �t in order to see the adequacy of the

model in table III.
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Prior Posterior
Parameter name Distr. Mean Std. Mode
Sensivity of the policy rate to deviations of nominal interest rate ρi Beta 0.7 0.1 0.9451
Sensivity of in�ation to deviations of nominal interest rate ρpi Inv. Gamma 0.5 0.5 0.0353

Sensivity of GDP to deviations of nominal interest rate ρGDP Inv. Gamma 0.5 0.5 0.3572

Adjustment cost for big banks secured loans ab,s Beta 0.1 0.05 0.0305

Adjustment cost for big banks unsecured loans ab,u Beta 0.8 0.1 0.0704

Adjustment cost for secured loans to wholesale �rms aW,s Beta 0.05 0.025 0.0047

Adjustment cost for unsecured loans to wholesale �rms aW,u Beta 0.05 0.025 0.0053
Adjustment cost for small banks secured loans as,s Beta 0.1 0.05 0.0547
Adjustment cost for small banks unsecured loans as,u Beta 0.8 0.1 0.0743
Default ampli�cation in ω γ Inv. Gamma 0.8 0.2 1.7549
Credit to GDP ampli�cation in ω ω Inv. Gamma 1.2 0.2 1.3202
Wage stickiness θp,w Beta 0.5 0.1 0.7771
Price Stickiness θp,s Beta 0.5 0.1 0.2681

Supply of government bond parameter ρb,g,GDP Beta 0.9 0.01 0.8299

Foreign lending supply parameter ρg,f Inv. Gamma 0.9 0.1 0.9708

Government spending parameter ρg,spend Inv. Gamma 0.5 0.1 0.6934

Persistence AR(1) shock wage markup ρw,mark Beta 0.5 0.2 0.1733

Persistence AR(1) shock price markup ρp,mark Beta 0.5 0.2 0.9673

Persistence AR(1) shock to foreign goods price ρf,goods Beta 0.9 0.05 0.9318

Persistence AR(1) labor shock ρl Beta 0.9 0.05 0.9327

Persistence AR(1) government spending shock ρg,spend,time Beta 0.9 0.05 0.8345

Persistence AR(1) Copper exports shock ρdisc Beta 0.8 0.1 0.3146
Persistence AR(1) Shock of tecnology for wholesale producers ρa Beta 0.8 0.1 0.4893

Persistence AR(1) savers time preferences shock ρβ,sav Beta 0.8 0.1 0.8045
Persistence AR(1) Copper foreign price shock ρp,o Beta 0.7 0.2 0.7832

Persistence AR(1) Monetary policy shock ρmon,pol Beta 0.2 0.15 0.1711

Table III

Estimated parameters used for marginal e�ect of the policies

Standard deviation Corr. With GDP AC order 1

Variable Data Model Data Model Data Model

GDP 0.01 0.24 1.00 1.00 0.15 0.24
Government spending 0.02 0.10 0.07 -0.09 -0.13 0.12
In�ation 0.02 0.04 0.17 0.09 0.19 -0.27
Loans 0.01 0.15 -0.01 0.10 0.40 0.33
Non Performing Loans 0.00 0.00 -0.33 0.43 0.32 0.16
Agg. Consumption 0.02 0.17 0.29 0.66 0.20 0.03

Table IV

Second Moments.
(*) The model moments where calculated with simulated data previuos the policy implementation.

4 Policy Analysis

We use the previously described con�guration to measure the marginal e�ects of the policies

applied in the Chilean economy during the Covid 19. Once the model is estimated, we use the
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resulting posterior modes of the parameters to simulate the economy after the fourth quarter of

2019. For this timeframe, we set all the smoothed shocks of the economy to zero except from the

ones associated to policies being applied. We compute the endogenous variables responses under

this counterfactual scenario and compare with its e�ective dynamics. Thus, the e�ects of policies

under our framework are the accumulated response of each variable, measured in quarters after its

implementation. We restrict our analysis to the real and �nancial sides of the economy, considering

consumption, GDP, credit extensions and risk. For the later variables, we inspect and highlight

di�erences by groups of small and big banks.

Regarding consumption, we see that the e�ect of policies was considerably large and perhaps

a bit volatile in the estimated counterfactual that does not contain the e�ect of policies. At the

beginning of the period, we see that credit policies do not contribute to consumption and �scal

policies being applied contributed negatively to consumption during the �rst quarters of the pan-

demic. This result is in line with the perception of a somewhat lagged response of �scal transfers.

Nevertheless, coinciding with the pension withdrawals, during 2020, consumption started to in-

crease, accumulating an e�ect of policies of roughly 20%. In this context, credit policies helped to

maintain �rms operating. This kept relatively steady the supply of goods as well as employment,

avoiding further declines in the purchasing power of households so that they could continue their

consumption. (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Contribution of di�erent policies on consumption. Left panel shows the observed
(black line) and counterfactual (gray dashed line) annual growth rates. Right panel shows

policies' contribution.
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Credit reacted signi�cantly to the FCIC and Fogape special measures, although the response

was heterogeneous among bank categories. One salient feature is that FCIC and FOGAPE worked

as complementary policies (CBCh (2021a)). On the one hand, FCIC allowed banks to have enough

liquidity to be willing to participate in massive credit extensions without incurring in additional

market or liquidity risks. On the other, FOGAPE policies contributed to distribute likely increases

in credit risks into banks and the Government, so that incentivizing banks by limiting their expo-

sures to credit risks. Overall, both policies allowed credit to continue �owing to �rms at considerably

low rates. With respect to the di�erences across bank types, we have that bigger banks � which

have a more diversi�ed credit portfolio and hold a signi�cant portion of commercial credit � main-

tained the �ow of credit during the pandemic at rates like those before the pandemic (Figure 3).

This patter is similar for the smaller banks � that are more into consumer credit portfolio, although

the e�ective growth rates of credit, which more than doubled the ones of the bigger institutions,

decreased signi�cantly. In the counterfactual scenario, credit activity would have been lower for

both groups of banks. In particular, the contribution of credit policies was the most relevant. The

cumulated e�ect of credit policies in terms of annual growth rate achieved its peak in 2021 with 12-

14%. This means that smaller institutions received a smaller contribution in relative terms, because

their growth rates were higher before the pandemic. This highlights the heterogeneity role, such

as the portfolio composition in the e�ectiveness of credit policies. Fiscal policies also contributed,

mainly through the demand channel, but in a much smaller magnitude.
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Figure 3. Loans Big/Small banks - Left panel shows the observed (black line) and counterfactual
(gray dashed line) annual growth rates. Right panel shows policies' contribution.

The e�ect of policies on credit risk was small during the pandemic, but heterogeneous across

bank categories (Figure 4). In the case of bigger institutions, credit policies alleviated credit risks

during the pandemic, and had the higher contribution. However, as time had passed, default rates

started to increase. The main channel would be the liquidity injections that allowed banks to provide

credit and maintain the liquidity of �rms that were able to repay debts (Martinez and Tsomocos

(2018)), although it seems inevitable that some �rms continue vulnerable and start defaulting after

some quarters. Conversely, for smaller banks, in the presence of policies, the non-performing loan

rates increased from low levels, reaching more than 30% accumulated growth as compared to the

situation before the pandemic. In fact, without policies credit risk would have been much smaller.

One can attribute this behavior to the use of the liquidity provided by credit and �scal transfers.

Arguably, since most of the portfolio of smaller banks cover household credit, this type of policies

helped to increase loans for consumption rather to productive activities that improved �nancial
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stance for these credit users. This result highlights the importance of targeting policies adequately

to the most needed, so that to avoid unintended consequences.
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Figure 4. NPL Big/Small banks - Left panel shows the observed (black line) and counterfactual
(gray dashed line) annual growth rates. Right panel shows policies' contribution.

We already provided at least suggestive evidence that credit policies contributed to a signi�cant

increase of credit and helped to boost consumption (Figure 5). It remains to be shown how credit

ended up helping to mitigate the economic e�ects of the pandemic shock. Our estimates indicate

that about a year later to the implementation, the cumulate e�ect of policies and �scal policies was

to avoid about 12pp of GDP growth decrease, where the credit measures had most of the impact.

Here it is important to highlight that these measures had bene�ts, but also involved costs.
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Figure 5. GDP - Left panel shows the observed (black line) and counterfactual (gray dashed
line) annual growth rates. Right panel shows policies' contribution.

Benmelech and Tzur-Ilan (2020) �nd that on average Covid-19 �scal spending is 4.97% of GDP.

When we include government guarantees in �scal spending, the average increases to 7.71%. Also,

the article states that the country rating and access to credit market are the most important

determinants of the �scal and monetary policies. This makes sense since Chile implemented large

policies to ensure the economy functioning and before pandemic Chile was one of the most stable

economies in Latin America. In Gourinchas et al. (2021), it is mentioned that some advanced

economies deployed unprecedented levels of �scal support, nearing up to 40 percent of their GDPs,

to protect businesses and jobs. Growing evidence suggests that these outsized �scal packages helped

keep businesses and markets a�oat in 2020. In fact, some early estimates they did, indicate that

2020 corporate failure rates are broadly comparable, and possibly lower, than pre-COVID failure

rates. In the absence of government support, our baseline scenario generates a sharp increase in

the SME failure rate of 9.8pp relative to a counterfactual non-COVID year. In our case, default is

seen from the bank point of view looking at the non-performing loans the sharp increase in NPL for

big and small banks is from roughly 2%. Furthermore, this implies that the e�ects on default were

less in the Chilean economy case. The above can be explain by the implementation the government

transfer in the Chilean model, that accounts for pension funds withdrawals and the direct transfer

of liquidity general Universal Guaranteed Pension (UGP).

In the big scheme, we can conclude that the application of the policies in the Chilean economy
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contributed to maintain the health of the Chilean economy in the striking context generated by

the pandemic. Our analysis and the e�ective data coming from policies implementation, suggests

that if policies are well targeted, unintended consequences are avoided. With respect to FCIC and

Fogape, this translates into the di�erent stages that were converging to focusing into the most

needed groups of smaller and medium size �rms that depend more on banking credit. However,

although the framework is less suited to account for the massive �scal transfer e�ects on in�ation

and other related matters, the intuition presented here hints that focusing the policies would also

be desirable.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this work, a model and methodology are developed that allow an exhaustive evaluation of

various policies implemented by monetary and �scal authorities and a focus is placed on those that

were aimed at mitigating the e�ects of the Covid crisis. Regarding the model, the ability it has

to represent in a simple way the most relevant characteristics of the economy and the �nancial

sector stands out. In particular, a heterogeneous banking sector is introduced, as it is in most

economies. Especially in emerging countries, there are concentrated banking systems, where there

is a di�erentiated behavior across bank sizes. Larger entities have more possibilities for diversifying

their credit portfolios and are subject to more aggregate risks. In contrast, smaller banks tend to be

more exposed to more idiosyncratic shocks, and in turn have a more pro-cyclical behavior in their

credit and risk dynamics. Meanwhile, the estimation and simulation methodology allows setting

up a counterfactual scenario to recreate how the economy would have performed if policies had not

been applied to face the health emergency.

In a small and open economy, subject to various shocks and therefore to the action of economic

policy, it is necessary to have an instrument that allows evaluating the e�ects of measures already

implemented, as well as evaluating the possible introduction of new measures. In this way, the

model presented is a relevant advance, which aims to guide the authorities. In particular, the case

presented allows us to understand the coordinated logic of the policies implemented in the Chilean

economy and their aggregate e�ects.

The results of the estimations and simulations suggest that the set of policies implemented

were e�ective in reducing the procyclical behavior of credit, and in mitigating the contraction

in economic activity and consumption. Additionally, the methodology allows to underline the

relevance of heterogeneity in the transmission of credit policies across banks of di�erent sizes, which

in turn suggest policy lessons, that would not have been possible with an aggregated macro model.

However, the estimation of potential e�ects of the withdrawal of the implemented policies is still

pending, for which the tool has some limitations. The main one is that estimates are required as

accurate as possible of the projection of key economic variables, both for the local economy and for
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external counterparts. In this sense, there are some risks that are not fully captured, and therefore,

medium-term projections may underestimate the default of portfolios or the increase in sovereign

risk premiums of the local economy.

Finally, future extensions of this work could introduce some greater detail in the modeling of the

international economy, considering the relationship that exists between shocks that a�ect developed

versus emerging economies. We estimate that possible di�erences in their recovery dynamics could

be relevant for an economy such as Chile's, but we leave this work for future research.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Market clearing conditions

Final goods sector:

Y rett = cN,t +Gt + it + 0.5aw,k
(
kwt+1 − kwss

)2

+ 0.5aw,u
(
µw,ut+1 − µw,uss

)2

+ 0.5aw,s
(
µw,st+1 − µw,sss

)2

+ 0.5asm,d
(
dsmt+1 − dsmss

)2

+ 0.5ab,d
(
dbigt+1 − dbigss

)2

+ 0.5ab,u
(
µbig,ut+1 − µbig,uss

)2

+ 0.5asm,u
(
µsm,ut+1 − µsm,u

)2

+ 0.5aµ

(
µbig,st+1 − µbig,sss

)2

+ 0.5asm,s
(
µsm,st+1 − µsm,sss

)2

+ 0.5ah,d
(
dht+1 − dhss

)2

+ 0.5ah,b,f
(
QtB

f
t −QssB

f
ss
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+ 0.5ah,b,g
(
Bg,ht −Bg,hss

)2

+
Ωwt+1

1 + ψ

(
δwt+1µ

w,u
t+1(1 + rw,ut+1)

)1+ψ

(50)

Labor market:

lht = lwt (51)

Deposit market:

dbigt + dsmt = dht (52)

Secured Loan market:

µw,st = µbig,st + µsm,st (53)

Unsecured Loan market:

µw,ut = µbig,ut + µsm,ut (54)

Domestic government bonds market:

Bg,ht +QtB
g,f
t = Bgt (55)

De�ne real GDP as:
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GDPt = Y rett + pc,domt extt (56)

7.2 Measurement

7.2.1 Observables

We transform the data in the following way:

GDP obst = log(GDPt) − log(GDPt−1) − E[log(GDPt) − log(GDPt−1)] (57)

consobst = log(const) − log(const−1) − E[log(const) − log(const−1)] (58)

pc,?,obst = log(pc,?t ) − log(pc,?t−1) − E[log(pc,?t ) − log(pc,?t−1)] (59)

Loansbig,obst = log(Loansbigt ) − log(Loansbigt−1) − E[log(Loansbigt ) − log(Loansbigt−1)] (60)

Loanssm,obst = log(Loanssmt ) − log(Loanssmt−1) − E[log(Loanssmt ) − log(Loanssmt−1)] (61)

Depbig,obst = log(Depbigt ) − log(Depbigt−1) − E[log(Depbigt ) − log(Depbigt−1)] (62)

Depsm,obst = log(Depsmt ) − log(Depsmt−1) − E[log(Depsmt ) − log(Depsmt−1)] (63)

πcpi,obst = πcpit − πcpit−1 − E[πcpit − πcpit−1] (64)

ib,obst = ibt − ibt−1 − E[ibt − ibt−1] (65)

( NPLbigt
Loansbigt

)obs
=

NPLbigt

Loansbigt
−

NPLbigt−1

Loansbigt−1

− E[
NPLbigt

Loansbigt
−

NPLbigt−1

Loansbigt−1

] (66)

( NPLsmt
Loanssmt

)obs
=

NPLsmt
Loanssmt

−
NPLsmt−1

Loanssmt−1

− E[
NPLsmt
Loanssmt

−
NPLsmt−1

Loanssmt−1

] (67)
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Qobst = log(Qt) − log(Qt−1) − E[log(Qt) − log(Qt−1)] (68)

Wageobst = log(Waget) − log(Waget−1) − E[log(Waget) − log(Waget−1)] (69)

Hoursobst = log(Hourst) − log(Hourst−1) − E[log(Hourst) − log(Hourst−1)] (70)

Exportc,obst = log(Exportct) − log(Exportct−1) − E[log(Exportct) − log(Exportct−1)] (71)

consgov,obst = log(consgovt ) − log(consgovt−1) − E[log(consgovt ) − log(consgovt−1)] (72)

( Loanswt
Equitywt

)obs
=

Loanswt
Equitywt

−
Loanswt−1

Equitywt−1

− E[
Loanswt
Equitywt

−
Loanswt−1

Equitywt−1

] (73)

Equitybig,obst = log(Equitybigt ) − log(Equitybigt−1) − E[log(Equitybigt ) − log(Equitybigt−1)] (74)

Equitysm,obst = log(Equitysmt ) − log(Equitysmt−1) − E[log(Equitysmt ) − log(Equitysmt−1)] (75)

(Equitybigt
Loansbigt

)obs
=
Equitybigt

Loansbigt
−
Equitybigt−1

Loansbigt−1

− E[
Equitybigt

Loansbigt
−
Equitybigt−1

Loansbigt−1

] (76)

(Equitysmt
Loanssmt

)obs
=
Equitysmt
Loanssmt

−
Equitysmt−1

Loanssmt−1

− E[
Equitysmt
Loanssmt

−
Equitysmt−1

Loanssmt−1

] (77)

The transformations applied help us to remove both the trend and the mean from data series

and allow the data to be compatible with the stationary nature of the model.

7.2.2 Shocks

The model contains thirty one exogenous variables, ten of them are structural shocks that follow

AR(1) process and twenty one are measurement errors, one for every observable. The structural

shocks included in the model are: international copper price shock, monetary policy shock, shock to

foreign bond interest rate premia, total factor productivity shock, household time-preference shock,
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shock to the investment adjustment cost, fraction of �rms defaulting shock, government supply of

bonds shock, copper discoveries shock, price of imported goods' shock.

The international copper price shock εp,ct follows AR(1) process:

log(εp,ct ) = ρp,olog(εp,ct−1) + εp,ct , (78)

where εp,ct is a size of the copper price shock in period t and ρp,c is a persistence of copper price

shock.

Monetary policy shock process is de�ned as:

log(εit) = ρmonlog(εit−1) + εmont , (79)

where εmont is a size of the monetary policy shock in period t and ρmon is a persistence of the

monetary policy shock.

We have a foreign interest rate shock modelled through a shock to premia, de�ned as:

εr,fort = ρr,forεr,fort−1 + εr,fort , (80)

where εr,fort is a size of the foreign bond interest rate premia in period t and ρr,for is a persistence

of the shock to the foreign bond interest rate premia.

The technology level At is also a shock process, de�ned as:

log(At) = ρalog(At−1) + εat , (81)

where εat is a size of the TFP shock in period t and ρa is a persistence of the TFP shock.

Household's time-preference shock is de�ned as:

log(εβ,ht ) = ρβ,hlog(εβ,ht−1) + εβ,ht , (82)

where εβ,ht is a size of the time-preference shock in period t and ρβ,h is a persistence of time-

preference shock.

The investment shock process is de�ned as:

log(εinvt ) = ρinvlog(εinvt−1) + εinvt , (83)

where εinvt is a size of the investment shock in period t and ρinv is a persistence of the investment

shock.

Fraction of �rms defaulting shock process is de�ned as:

log(εθt ) = ρθlog(εθt−1) + εθt , (84)
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where εθt is a size of the fraction of �rms defaulting shock in period t and ρθ is a persistence of

the fraction of �rms defaulting shock.

Government supply of bonds shock process is de�ned as:

log(εg,bt ) = ρg,blog(εg,bt−1) + εg,bt , (85)

where εg,bt is a size of the government supply of bonds shock in period t and ρg,b is a persistence

of the government supply of bonds shock.

Copper discoveries shock process is de�ned as:

log(εdisc,ct ) = ρdisc,clog(εdisc,ct−1 ) + εdisc,ct , (86)

where εdisc,ct is a size of the copper discoveries shock in period t and ρdisc,c is a persistence of

the copper discoveries shock.

Price of imported goods' shock process is de�ned as:

log(εQ,it ) = ρQ,ilog(εQ,it−1) + εQ,it , (87)

where εQ,it is a size of the price of imported goods' shock in period t and ρQ,i is a persistence of

the price of imported goods' shock.

The rest of the shocks are the measurement errors that correspond to each of the observables:

εmep,c , ε
me
GDP , ε

me
cons, ε

me
πcpi , ε

me
ib , εmel,big, ε

me
l,sm, ε

me
NPL,big, ε

me
NPL,sm, ε

me
dep,big, ε

me
dep,sm, ε

me
Q ,

εmew , εmeh , εmeex,c, ε
me
gov,cons, ε

me
w,lev, ε

me
eq,big, ε

me
eq,sm, ε

me
cap,big, ε

me
cap,sm.

7.2.3 Measurement equations

We specify the measurement equations for our observables in the following form:

GDP obst = (log(GDPmodelt ) − log(GDPmodelt−1 )) + εmeGDP,t (88)

consobst = (log(consmodelt ) − log(consmodelt−1 )) + εmecons,t (89)

pc,?,obst = (log(pc,?,modelt ) − log(pc,?,modelt−1 )) + εmep,c,t (90)

Loansbig,obst = (log(µbigt+1) − log(µbigt )) + εmel,b,t (91)

Loanssm,obst = (log(µsmt+1) − log(µsmt )) + εmel,s,t (92)
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Depbig,obst = (log(dbigt+1) − log(dbigt )) + εmedep,big,t (93)

Depsm,obst = (log(dsmt+1) − log(dsmt )) + εmedep,sm,t (94)

πcpi,obst = πcpi,modelt − πcpi,modelt−1 + εmeπcpi,t (95)

ib,obst = ib,modelt − ib,modelt−1 + εmeib,t (96)

( NPLbigt
Loansbigt

)obs
=
( NPLbigt
Loansbigt

)model − ( NPLbigt−1

Loansbigt−1

)model
+ εmeNPL,big,t, (97)

( NPLsmt
Loanssmt

)obs
=
( NPLsmt
Loanssmt

)model − ( NPLsmt−1

Loanssmt−1

)model
+ εmeNPL,sm,t, (98)

Qobst = log(Qmodelt ) − log(Qmodelt−1 ) + εmeQ,t (99)

Wageobst = log(Wagemodelt ) − log(Wagemodelt−1 ) + εmew,t (100)

Hoursobst = log(Hoursmodelt ) − log(Hoursmodelt−1 ) + εmeh,t (101)

Exportc,obst = log(pc,dom,modelt Cmodelt ) − log(pc,dom,modelt−1 Cmodelt−1 ) + εmeex,c,t (102)

consgov,obst = log(Gmodelt + pimp,modelt Gimp,modelt ) − log(Gmodelt−1 + pimp,modelt−1 Gimp,modelt−1 ) + εmegov,cons,t

(103)

( Loanswt
Equitywt

)obs
=

µw,modelt

ew,total,modelt

−
µw,modelt−1

ew,total,modelt−1

+ εmew,lev,t (104)

Equitybig,obst = log(ebig,modelt ) − log(ebig,modelt−1 ) + εmeeq,big,t (105)

Equitysm,obst = log(esm,modelt ) − log(esm,modelt−1 ) + εmeeq,sm,t (106)
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(Equitybigt
Loansbigt

)obs
=
ebig,modelt

µbig,modelt

−
ebig,modelt−1

µbig,modelt−1

+ εmecap,big,t (107)

(Equitysmt
Loanssmt

)obs
=
esm,modelt

µsm,modelt

−
esm,modelt−1

µsm,modelt−1

+ εmecap,sm,t (108)

where varmodelt is a corresponding variable from the model and εmevar,t is a corresponding mea-

surement error.

The measurement errors are mean-zero with a variance set to 10% of the variance of the corre-

sponding data series. By doing this we follow the approach used in Adolfson et al. (2013).

7.3 Steady state
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Variable Variable name Value
Ā lucky wholesale producer's technology level 2.84
A unlucky wholesale producer's technology level 2.62
Bf household holding of foreign bond 1.6
Bg domestic government bond 4.27
Bg,h household holding of domestic bond 0
Bg,f foreign investment in domestic bond 7.47
C copper export 0.9
cN household consumption of domestic goods 1.96
cT household consumption of imported goods 1.98
dbig big bank's deposits 3.43
dsm small banks' deposits 0.30
dh household's deposits 3.73
δw loss given default rate 0.07

resbig big banks' reserve requirement 0
ressm small banks' reserve requirement 0
ebig big banks' equity 0.16
esm small banks' equity 0.05

ew,total wholesale producer's total equity 1.25
G government spending on �nal domestic goods 1.6

Gimp government spending on imported goods 0.31
rb real interest rate on domestic government bonds 0.017
rd real interest rate on deposits 0.017
rw,u real interest rate on unsecured loans to �rm 0.036
rw,s real interest rate on secured loans to �rm 0.017
ib policy rate 0.017
i investment 0.37
K capital stock 14.7
lh labor supplied by household 0.44
lw labor demanded by wholesale producer 0.44
µw total borrowing of �rm 1.87
µbig total lending by big bank 1.53
µbig,s secured lending by big bank 0.65
µbig,u unsecured lending by big bank 0.87
µsm total lending by small bank 0.35
µsm,s secured lending by small bank 0.15
µsm,u unsecured lending by small bank 0.20
µw,s secured borrowing by wholesale producer 0.80
µw,u unsecured borrowing by wholesale producer 1.07(
NPL
Loans

)big
big banks' NPLs rate 0.01(

NPL
Loans

)sm
small banks' NPLs rate 0.01

Ωw Aggregate credit conditions 166.1

Table V

Steady state values of variables
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Variable Variable name Value
pimp,? international price of imported good 1
pimp domestic price of imported good 0.57
pK price of capital 1
pc,? international price of copper 2.72
pc,dom domestic price of copper 1.55
pw price of wholesale good 0.667
π in�ation rate 0

Π̄w lucky wholesale producer's pro�t 1.31
Πw unlucky wholesale producer's pro�t 1.16
Πw total pro�t of wholesale producers 1.27
Πbig big banks' pro�t 0.16
Πsm total small banks' pro�t 0.05
Π̄sm lucky small banks' pro�t 0.05
Πsm unlucky small banks' pro�t 0.04
Πret retailer's pro�t 1.31

pc,domC total copper revenue 1.40
Q real exchange rate 0.57
Tw Firm's lump-sum tax -11.6

Tw,prof Firm's lump-sum tax on pro�ts -12.0
T big Big banks' lump-sum tax -2.07

T big,prof Big banks' lump-sum tax on pro�ts 2.10
Th Households' lump-sum tax -0.04
vp price persistence 1
w wage rate 4
Y ret retailer's output 3.94
Y w total wholesaler's output 3.94
Ȳ w lucky wholesaler's output 4.16
Y w unlucky wholesaler's output 3.25

Table VI

Steady state values of variables
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Figure 6. Historical shock decomposition for GDP.
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Figure 7. Historical shock decomposition for Big Banks Loans.
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Figure 8. Historical shock decomposition for Small Banks Loans.
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Figure 9. Historical shock decomposition for Big Banks Non-performing Loans.
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Figure 10. Historical shock decomposition for Small Banks Non-performing Loans.
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